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*:on- ] Things to Know!!
Date: Wednesday, October 26 
Price: $5.00 
Time: 7:30 pm 
Place: MacLaggan Rm. 105 

Seating capacity is limited to 375. 
GET THERE EARLY!!
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Mike Duffy is undoubtedly one of Canada’s most highly recognized and respected journalists.

In Ottawa since 1973, he has been covering die personalities as well as the issues that shape our national politics. While CBC’s 
man on the Hill, he was at the centre of everything that was happening. His vast and thorough understanding of our federal 
government and its workings is founded on first-hand observation. The “Senator” as his colleagues have nicknamed him, is much 
admired for his knack of uncovering and reporting what is going on behind bureaucrats’ and politicians’ closed doors.

Duffy’s ability to get the story and then relate what it means to Canadians made him a natural choice to host the new current 
affairs show being launched by CJOH-Ottawa. Sunday Edition, seen on the CTV network, talks with the people who are 
responsible for die way tilings are and with those who change it. Where Mike Duffy used to go to Parliament Hill to uncover the 
headlines, today the headline makers come to his show.

Duffy’s departure from the CBC in the summer of 1988 capped a fourteen year stint with the network in which he reported 
for The National, Midday, The Journal, This Week In Parliament, Momingtide, and countless news specials. He has covered the 
free trade negotiations, the FLQ crisis, and wars in the Middle East and Vietnam. When it was confirmed Duffy would actually 
leave the network, a national post-card campaign was launched under the slogan “Bring Back Mike Duffy!”

He was bom in Charlottetown, PET and educated at Charlottetown schools and St. Dunstans’ University. Prior to his exten
sive broadcasting career, Duffy worked as a reporter for both newspaper and radio.
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